The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 



Quentin Cooper : Yes hello,it's a special edition of The Material World today,so let's cut straight to the introductions,arts,science - science,arts,I think the pair of you should really hit it off. Forty-one years after CP Snow's call for bridge building between these two cultures which he saw as dangerously divided,what kind of relationship do arts and sciences now have. (see toynbee3.html@fortunecity) I am about to be joined by some of those involved with "Creating Sparks",which opened yesterday,and which links the science and natural history museums with the VNA,the Royal Albert Hall,Imperial College and the other South Kensington Institutions,in a celebration of where the sciences and the arts do and should meet. The month long festival's 400 events are all detailed in a glossy 68-page brochure,which has on its cover a picture of who else? Albert Einstein,and we know a song about Albert,don't we children? 
"Einstein as not a handsome fellow,
Nobodyever called him Al,
He had a long moustache to pull on,
It was yellow, I don't believe he ever had a girl,
One thing he missed out in his theory, 
Of time and space and relativity, 
Is something that makes it very clear he,
Was never going to score like you and me, 
He did not know about Quark,Strangeness and Charm, Quark,Strangeness and Charm...." 

[All utter BS of course,just goes to show how the arts put down science as lacking in compassion and humanity.In fact (see secret.html @xoom) Einstein DID have a girl,and WAS involved in Quantum Mechanics that gave rise to Quarks (see quark.html@xoom) -LB]


Quentin Cooper : Quarks are one example of science/art links.They get their name from a line in James Joyce's "Finnegan's Wake" , 
[see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/gellmann.html]
there are numerous other instances of the two cultures cross-pollinating - songs,paintings,plays (Eg Tom Stoppard's "Arcadia" or "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead" -see Front4 - front.html@xoom),radio programmes,hello! And you can add this week's news of a neurologist concluding that Picasso's uniquely skewed view of the world is explained by him suffering from perception distorting migraines,or the disturbing disparity you'll find in the themed section of the "Time Out" film guide,under science and scientists, they list 9 movies,but for mad scientists the figure is just shy of one hundred! So the problem,if problem it be,isn't that science and arts are incommunicado,it's how they communicate,and what both communicate about each other to the world at large. 

[Note that the arts encompasses all the romantic notions of feelings,emotions, beliefs and all aspects traditionally associated with the heart,and the sciences traditionally associated with the mind.The dualism is a false dichotomy,because everything happens in the brain,and the cartesian dualism of mind/body which seems so intuitively correct is perhaps the cause. Having said that we do have the words "emotions" and "thoughts" which seem to identify two distinct characteristics.Current thinking (and culture) is swaying in favour of the former and against the latter,whilst some think unification is the best path,I think thoughts should hold sway as every time emotions take over invariably their is a detrimental outcome. The averse reaction to GM foods and paedophiles are cases in point,had people been thinking instead of reacting innocent people would not have suffered.What can be proved and what is thought about is MORE important than what is felt and what is believed. CP Snow observed that scientists as people already were immersed in arts and the humanities by virtue of being human-Ian Stewart plays guitar and even as a mathematician doesn't like to analyse music into its Fourier components in order to enjoy it.Richard Feynmann played bongos,other scientists are artists.But artists invariably do not understand science,and most of the ground to be resolved is on the side of the artists and humanities. A few have made the effort such as AS Byatt and Tom Stoppard,and the genre of Sci-Fi or fantasy writing straddles the border.Doug Adams and Terry Pratchett for instance both thrive by utilising scientific premises -LB]
To consider this,and whether we require any seismic shifts or quantum leaps in our perception of the arts/science interface,I'm joined by Lord Ron Oxborough,rector of Imperial College London,and the man who had the idea for "Creating Sparks",by Dr Neil Chalmers who is director of the Natural History Museum ,he's on the festival steering group,and by Professor Lisa Jardine,presenter of radio 4's recent series on art/science collaboration "Forbidden Planet",Professor of Renaissance Studies at Queen Mary University of London and not directly involved in the festival,I should say.Ron Oxborough,what made you think "Creating Sparks" was needed? 

Ron Oxborough : Well,as you probably know,the British association migrates round the country,for its annual festival of science. 

Quentin Cooper : You had best explain what then BA is? 

Ron Oxborough : Well, then British Association is very curious and in some ways ancient gypsy science organisation.It was founded... 

Quentin Cooper : A marvellous mental picture is evolving here! (Ron laughs) 

Ron Oxborough :Well,it was founded in the 1830s - 1831...sorry 1832 I think, 

[It does bode well for a science festival if you can't count or keep track of time or accurately record dates! -LB]
and it was a reaction to what was perceived by some of the scientists at the time as decadence of the existing scientific establishment,the Royal Society was not in very good shape,various people,various fellows of the Royal Society were saying that it had become a social club,and wasn't really doing its job,and in fact the idea,for the British Association,which was to be an annual meeting where real scientists and the people with whom they wanted to communicate,got together once a year,in different parts of the country,and actually talked about science,and some of the early documents,about the British Association are really rather remarkable,they contain statements like,"shall own no building","shall maintain no collection","shall have no endowments",and it really was..... 

Quentin Cooper : I thought "Utopian" [Ref : Thomas More; see iotm.html -doc 42]
might be a better adjective than gypsy? 

Ron Oxborough : ....well,(laughs) it was the angry young men of the day,really getting together,and saying "we've actually got to shake this up" 
[That's what's happening now at www.edge.org -LB], and from that time the British Association or BA as it is now known has never had any of these things,and has moved round from year to year and held what we now call "The Festival of Science" in a different city every time,and this is only the second time in its ...you know,nearly 170 years of history that the BA has actually met in London,and so when Imperial College was invited to host this we said "Well look,South Kensington is really where the arts and sciences come together". Through Prince Albert's vision,we have with the three international museums,the Science Museum,the Natural History Museum,and the VNA and three if you like international academic institutions in the Royal College of Music,The Royal College of Art and Imperial College,add in the Albert Hall,which actually has in its original founding purposes,the promotion of science,and the Royal Geographical Society,we said,"We have here an absolutely ideal forum for bridging CP Snow's original gap between the cultures",and one of the things we originally thought of was calling this "One culture,not two",but "Creating Sparks" seemed better.So that's where it starts from. 

[www.edge.org has "The third culture" ,but I think that smacks too much of the 3rd Reich,people already view scientists as cold heartless Nazi's it's best not to amplify the notion! No doubt someone will connect it with a biblical prophecy and claim it was all foretold and doom laden -LB]


Quentin Cooper : And it's back to this Albertopolis idea? 

Ron Oxborough : It's back to this Albertopolis idea. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,well Neil Chalmers you represent one of these mighty edifices within this,the Natural History museum,how does it help to be part of this big team,rather than promoting science which you've always been keen in,by yourself? 

Neil Chalmers :Well,we like to see ourselves as part of a much bigger picture.Science is one part of the human experience,natural history,which is our area,isn't just confined to science,it has a lot to do with aesthetic appreciation of the beauty of nature, 

[Whilst that's true-aesthetics itself is subject to mathematical enquiry,and so aesthetic appreciation is bound up with maths and the neurology of the brain in perceiving shape and form and juxtaposition,so it's still science - see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/beauty.html and symmetry.html -LB]
there are wonderful artists who have depicted nature in all its glory,ranging from classical artists right through to moderns and specialists,so why shouldn't we be part of this greater community.I think it's tremendous. 

[I'll tell you one reason,there is a lot of ignorance about the real world in the romantic view.Stars are not pinpricks on a background,and clouds are not fluffy cotton candy,even though poets may make such allusions,these are not true facts,and amalgamating the two disciplines which is fine in theory,could have the same effect as accommodating Eastern ideas.Latent ignorance comes with it and waters down a towering edifice.Science already has aesthetics awe and it's own poetry,it is only the Walt Whitman whingers that don't see it,and don't see that it is the source of all their romantic conceptions.They just have a blurred version of the real thing,without any facts attached.As Asimov says an astronomer is free to romanticise the planets or see them for what they are.A poet only has the romantic view. Similarly Ian Stewart can listen to music and deconstruct it in Fourier components,a musician can only listen and compose. A very profound and deep understanding comes from science that makes you appreciate the romantic notions in a a very core way for seeing just exactly what makes them up.By comparison the romantic only view is a half view,seeing the world lacking stereo vision. I'm all for overcoming the boundary,but there should be an acceptance that science has bent over backwards to popularise it's ideas to a disdainful and scornful audience.What should be realised is that the vast majority of people hate science because you are forced to have to think,and people don't like thinking it's too difficult for them,they like feeling and intuition, something which art delivers in bowlfuls.If there is to be a barrier breakdown (see break.html) then the public will have to accept that is going to have to accept science on it's own terms and not be dumbed down just because they find it too hard to understand -LB]
The fact that we're all together in South Kensington is itself not quite a historical accident,but it was remarkable that Prince Albert had the vision back in the middle of the 19th century,to create the 1851 exhibition,which was really there to celebrate Britain's industrial design,and to everyone's astonishment,it made a profit of £186,000.Now in this year of the Dome,I think we look back on that with some envy!! 

[It's suggestive that people were interested in their science and culture then,and aren't now. It amazes me how Britons and Westerners run down their own heritage and hanker after other people's when we have given the world so many things,we should be proud of our heritage (see hitch1.html).Peter Hitchens refers to "flying universities" as communism tried to steal the history of Poland.Perhaps the BA would like to reeducate our populace in our own culture which is being stolen by Eastern mystic rubbish and sour grapes romanticism -LB]

Quentin Cooper : How did I know the Dome was strangely going to wander into the conversation? (laughter) 

Neil Chalmers :But,that money was used to buy the land for the whole area from Hyde Park down to Cromwell Road,and that's why we've got this wonderful conglomeration of institutions,that Ron's been talking about.Why not use them all together to promote the arts and sciences collectively. 

Quentin Cooper : Why not? And even Prince Albert's vision,Lisa Jardine,wasn't the first person to think of the arts and sciences without thinking of boundaries and divisions,and borders. 

[I recount similar themes in my poems "Horses for Courses","Renaissance Man",and "Not for me" and the various poems (see www.aol.com/Templarser/files.html) on maths and art ("A subjective art") - I'm not a great wordsmith, but that fact that I do pen poetry and stories shows that those trained in science are human and innately wish to express emotion,ie I create music.Contrariwise those with no scientific training are unable to appreciate subtle depths that deeper scientific eyes can see.It is their lacking that cause the boundary -LB]


Lisa Jardine : No well I was thinking as Neil was speaking that in fact what we refer to as "the scientific revolution" which probably you could locate in the middle of the 17th century the moment at which Britain became the world centre for the development of what we now call science,and technology. 

[They are different - see idea1.html -LB]

[To hear some historians and commentators today one might think that Britain never had such a revolution,or that we created new innovations not seen elsewhere.Even today there is a curious ability to innovate characterised in Analysis (see analy.html -doc14) as a confidence. The fact is Britain didn't have an Empire by not having some virtue.In these PC days it seems that the resultant subjugation of other countries is distasteful,but the fact is it happened because of a peculiar ability to foster innovation. The Indian railways were put in place by the British Empire even if local workforces were pressured into doing so.The steam engine came from Britain,and the notion quickly passed to the US. The Jet engine invented here,only "took off" so to speak,because Frank Whittle couldn't convince our more modern less risk taking,short sighted ostriches that he was onto a winner. Similarly,Trevor Bayliss has found difficulty in obtaining funding for his clockwork electronics in the UK.Cambridge seems to pump out ideas like nobody's business,and the take up of the ideas seems to attract foreign investors rather than local financing,we thus lose out on our own talent because business directors are scientifically illiterate,and probably hail from the romantic persuasion, this is typified by the reaction of the baroness who didn't know what C-60 was - again another US/UK innovation.It's hardly likely that business will exploit something when the power mongers don't know if it's "animal mineral or vegetable" (see buckball.html).Britain could be great again if we stopped running our heritage down through PC guilt and mystic ignorance and prospered though backing our own basic talent for innovation. Carol Vordermann writing in RT (see nerd.html) said "in terms of technology we are ill-educated snobs. We think it far better to know a few lines from Shakespeare than understanding what a RAM is and how it works. Does it ever occur to anyone that we ought to know both?" Scientists already know both,they do not despise art because they are human beings,I can follow what Brian Sewell says readily.But how many artistic minds cannot follow or do not wish to follow Steve Hawking? The arts despise science as a cold and reducing force.This is so far from the truth -and especially now as reductionism has been abandoned in favour of holism- that it's time they stopped ducking out and making excuses,and reach out to the hand that science has outstretched and did some honest work to make and effort to understand that which they fear though not understanding. The only conclusion I can come to otherwise is that romantics are just plain lazy,and are scornful as a small child that can't have it's own way.This brattish behaviour is unbecoming of a modern human being,and I note that this attitude is indicative of the one prevailing in the apex academic institutions who seem to like flaunting their ignorance of science (Ref: Video JB9: Simple Minds)]

That what Neil was talking about represented exactly what was happening then,that is to say this sort of ferment of excitement around industry,let's keep that word in play,because I think that's what science got scared of in the interim.Art,industry,science,they all lived together in the Royal Society which was founded in 1660. 

[Don't forget that historically the romantic ideas and mystic ideas went hand in hand with proto science and they share the same background.(see magic.html).But after the split around 17th century,the ideas of mystics were not the correct description,which is why astrology (see mathexp.html) and such is frowned upon today.Still similarities exist,which is why claims are made that science has plagiarised ideas from religion,such as the GUT being like a monotheistic deity - a single unified concept of nature.BUT if we allow that ignorance to creep back in via artistic and touchy feely notions of "auras" and spooky sensations,then this will destroy 100s of years of work.I think possibly a large contingent of the public feel they aren't consulted and not part of scientific agenda or dialogue and thus don't see why they should be interested (see sci-mat.html),and further resent actions being taken that seem a waste of money or pointless.The fact is those things (CERN etc) are NOT a waste of money and they don't see the point because they don't understand what is being done or why.For the most part this is the public's fault - the information is published and these days there's no excuse for not being able to get hold of it -LB]
Christopher Wren was an architect and a physician and a fundamental researcher in astronomy.Robert Hook trained as a painter for a short while became curator of experiments at the Royal Society,you could sort of go on like that. 

[This shows that in principle anyone can grasp science or become familiar with it,and that there is a false wall created that suggests an elitism alienating the common person or romantic. I hold in esteem those people who refuse to see a boundary and partake of the human curiosity, anything that turns up regardless of category.It amazes me that so many people throw the baby out with the bathwater and callously disregard science,when it is both their birthright and a major part of being alive.A brain thinks,a human is curious,that's how we came to be in the state we're in.Why not foster that condition,and stop carping that it entails hard work? -LB]

I think then,the divergence came ever so much later,and what Albert did was to sort of grab hold of the threads again and pull them together,and I think maybe the three of us here feel that they weren't ever ALL that separate,and that today they're really coming together. 

Quentin Cooper : 'Cos we do tend to view people who had this multi-disciplinary approaches as extraordinary
[Because we expect so little of people now -LB],but perhaps that was more ordinary.What was extraordinary was that they excelled in all these fields as well. 

[True,I have become "master of none" by being diverse in an age of specialisation,but historian Theodore Zeldin suggested that the world needed generalists,and Sheila MacKeckney is able to act as translator between fields of specialisation in her role as director of the Consumer Association (see mworld.html doc7) -LB]
Lisa Jardine : I think we should get back,don't you Ron? - to thinking of them as more ordinary? 

Ron Oxborough :Yes,and I think it was a little bit easier at that time.I mean certainly - I happened to look at the very first issue of the publication of the Royal Society in 1666 I think it was 

[What a number to pick,don't mention 666 and the third culture in the same breath! -LB]
- "Philosophical transactions",and it was...the very first paper was on optics and some advances in glass technology which allowed you to make better lenses... 

Lisa Jardine :Yes. 

Ron Oxborough :...in Italy,and this was being reported to a British audience. 

[Let's not underestimate central Europe and the middle east in technological development and don't forget India added the crucial "0" to numbers,and most maths has a Greek or Arabian heritage,again with a religious or mystic symbiosis (see mathexp.html) -LB]
Then something astronomical on the movement of the planets,there was a splendid mixture.... 

Lisa Jardine :Yes. 

Ron Oxborough :...of the applied and the pure. 

[People these days only see the point in application,and not in the pure. Davis and Hersh recount in the Mathematical Experience that Mao's regime sought only to function after application,and failed to see the point in pure theory.That's how that civilisation ground to a halt,and that's why it is incumbent upon us to fund pure research,as an insurance for the future to facilitate those things that WILL have subsequent application.The LASER was called "a solution looking for application" it being the result of pure theoretical research.Politicians asked what "use" it was and the inventor proudly said "absolutely no use at all". Of course now the LASER is ubiquitous.This demonstrates the poor understanding of how science is done by politicians and all who think it is supposed to produce "useful" products.Science is supposed to produce "understanding" not applications.Applications are found after the fact for things stumbled upon by accident,which is not to say you can't deliberately try to find an application that resolves a particular problem,but that's not what science is for,it just happens to be able to have that effect.Science must be curiosity driven,and contrary to Brian Appleyard's "(Mis)-understanding the Present",you cannot get science to only do good things -LB]


Neil Chalmers :Also I think it's true that in those days,the language that you talked about and worked in,when you were dealing with science,or applied science,was much more allied to ordinary experience than nowadays... 

Lisa Jardine :Well... 

Neil Chalmers :...where the technicalities get in. 

Lisa Jardine :...of course,ah... did a lot of natural history 
[Perhaps, that's because churches and firing ranges usually have large open spaces and unusual habitats -LB],and it was expected. 

Lisa Jardine : But I think,and I mean you know this is just,this is my strong view of it,and it's something I guess that comes through in my writing,I don't think the languages have ever diverged,except that the language of mathematics has always remained literally a language of it's own. 

[We play too much significance on letters and not enough on numbers.People say "I'll never use maths when I leave school",but the fact is maths is not just counting,it's conceptual understanding and as such that is why science should be taught.Maths is one of the 3Rs,and as we need to read and write and have number skills,so we need to be able to think and critically analyse.Not knowing science means you have a gullible populace who accept any old baloney,which is why mysticism with its simplistic answers gets away with it. Number as a language is as critical as reading and writing in order to be able to follow scientific reasoning.It is a chronic failure of the education system to convince students why mathematics is important. Many people say that science is cryptic.It is perhaps as cryptic as trying to understand a foreign language. But it shouldn't be like that because all citizens should be versed in both languages English and mathematics,so that science and critical analysis comes as second nature to them. Science only appears coded,because people eschewed mathematics at high school as irrelevant,because they were sold the idea that learning was to facilitate a vocation. Learning should be prized anyway,regardless of whether you are working,because it increases the enjoyment of life and the ability to understand and do new things.Mathematics aids a profound relationship with the environment,by seeing things others do not see,like seeing a 3D picture in an autostereogram where others only see vague fuzzy coloured patches.It is such a shame that because of this math illiteracy or "innumeracy" (see innumer.html) that many miss out on the deep joys of life,and accept simple answers from religion or bogus belief systems -LB]

Ron Oxborough :Yes. 

Lisa Jardine : And you watch that even in those early proceedings of the Royal Society,when you get a piece of mathematics,when one of the astronomer who is doing a bit of complicated spherical trigonometry, in order to figure out the orbits of planets (see solarsys.html) - that then becomes incomprehensible to the ordinary clergyman. 

Ron Oxborough : I'm sure that's right. 

Quentin Cooper : And so mathematics...you've got this sort of ..it's about "the argots","the argot",I should say,of different sciences,and mathematics has been the one that's had this....this purity. 

Ron Oxborough : But...but it's no.... 

Neil Chalmers : I don't think it's the only one. 

Ron Oxborough : I think there really are only two fundamental languages.... 

Lisa Jardine : Yes. 

Ron Oxborough :...and that is one's own language and mathematics. 

[And since like manuscript music maths is transportable between cultures ie it is a global language it makes sense to be versed in it,after all there is the presumption that even aliens will have some form of number concept and may even know Pi or other fundamental values.Written and spoken communication look like poor geographically bound substitutes by comparison -LB]
And I think that all the ideas that one might wish to convey you can do in on or other or a combination. 

Lisa Jardine : Neil doesn't agree! (Ron and Lisa laugh) 

Neil Chalmers : Well,firstly I would think...I take it almost as axiomatic that one ought to be able to explain one's science,whatever part of science is..... 

Lisa Jardine :Yes. 

Neil Chalmers :...in ordinary English,and if you can't you probably don't understand it yourself,and you are using jargon as a sort of recourse. 

[You can't do that in some cases without losing the nub of what is being captured.This is why we use faux pas and deja vous rather than "social mistake" or "feeling I've been here before" or "Je ne s'ais quois" intead of "that certain something" or "Joie de vivre" instead of "Joy of life".The French captures it so much better. (Forgive French spellings) 
Similarly you can't capture the essence of "wave/particle" in English,one is always speaking in allegories and metaphors ."The collapse of the wave function" has no meaning without knowing what a wave function is and why it exists and how it pertains to Quantum Physics and why it collapses and what is meant by a collapse. There is no real world version of a wave/particle that can be explained,because the mathematical version is all there is. One can use models like Schrodingers Cat or the Butterfly Effect,but these get taken (in the latter case) and corrupted to mean literally that a butterfly causes storms (see friction.html),or in quantum physics case as a licence to say "anything can happen and nothing can be said with certainty".This happens to a superficial understanding via English explanations.When you actually deal with the maths you get the true story rather than a Chinese whisper version,and however valiant efforts are made to explain the science,the fact is effort should be made by the public or arts to comprehend the maths,as that was the language the ideas were written in.One would not try and read hieroglyphs of the Egyptians without realising that what is meant loses something in translation,as it did in "Stargate" until James Spader came along! Similarly bible translations can mean many things,give that the original language has a high interpretive element.It is necessary to get the "horses mouth version" and that takes honest effort. This is not to say that jargon may not be a problem especially irrelevant acronyms,or confusing concepts such as "colours" of quarks,which aren't actual colours,or of course "strangeness" and "charm" recounted in the song,which bear little resemblance to the real world worlds,and that's the whole point,if you use strangeness and charm,people might think you meant real strangeness and charm as opposed to mathematical attributes.I think both views are right. Explanation should be forthcoming,but the arts/public should make a concerted effort to learn the lingo which ought to be second nature to them anyway,after all it was they that gave it up in school saying it would be no use in later life,it's their own fault for dismissing it -LB]
But as... 

Quentin Cooper : It does happen! 

Neil Chalmers : But having said that,I do disagree,because I could open a copy of Nature this week,and you would find deeply biochemical papers,which I think people who aren't actually specialists in that subject would find extraordinarily difficult to understand.... 

Ron Oxborough : But I think that's a different...I'm sure you're right. 

[Nature is like reading a foreign language,and there is a problem of specialisation,so much so that even people in the same field of study sometimes cannot follow what is being said. This is why generalists who are nearer the surface (so to speak) are essential to translate between disciplines.admittedly gobbledegook is a problem as it is in law papers written in English.Clear speaking/writing is a priority as Rick Dawkins noted from Medawar.But I find that the lay science publications do a fantastic job of communicating in lay person's terms profound ideas,and I actually resent them omitting the maths for the public's benefit. Roger Penrose in his books "ENM" and "Shadows of the Mind",suggests that if the maths gets too difficult to bypass it and follow the main thrust of the argument,which could work,but it is a shame that so many have to bypass it,when they could get so much more by not omitting it. Note that when we listen to music or look at a picture,nominally we are not required to think in order to appreciate it,and only critics analyse it and tells us what it means and signifies,the arts are "easy" to accommodate because we don't have to try too hard.Science demands that your brain be engaged in order to appreciate what is being said.Even though difficult it is all the more rewarding for putting in honest effort -LB]


Neil Chalmers :....because the technical language is so dense,and quite rightly when they are talking to each other. 

Lisa Jardine :But then...alright,so at this point I have to say that if you were to open "Representations" the cutting edge magazine journal of English Literary studies,you wouldn't be able to understand that either. 

[Precisely,the problem is not one peculiar to science,but a difference between intellectuals and the people they have to pass the ideas on to.This is why "dumbing down" goes on. If people were educated enough to operate at the elite level,then they'd be able to read "Representations " and "Nature",with no problem.To be fair even with some scientific training New Scientist and Scientific American are far more palatable than "Nature",but then Nature is the published papers for other scientists to follow.It is an indication of how deep and profound the ideas are that common language is ill suited to deal with the concepts such that new language symbols have to be invented.Richard Feynmann invented Feynmann diagrams in physics.Similarly Karlheinz Stockhausen invented new musical symbols to accommodate his music.It goes on in both the arts and sciences with good reason.Smart people are doing smart things,if your average punter can't cope,that's their inadequacy through dismissing things that they latter find they need.More fool them.That sort of view though does nothing to make anyone wish to become involved,but I only see a point in overcoming elitism,if the average punter got rid of his inferiority complex,and stopped whining about science being hard,and difficult to follow or it's legibility,and actually tried using their grey matter.Considering the materials and programmes available at the OU,which speak very much in public terms these days,and the adult literacy and numeracy courses at colleges which don't speak down their noses,I don't think there's any excuse anymore,nor should there be any fear or presumption of intimidation- the kind of thing suggested by James Whale -LB]
I think there's a mistake made when we look to the pages of learned journals,Nature is a bit betwixt and between,but certainly the learned scientific journals,yet no of course we can't understand those,but what you started by saying,I think is the crux of the matter,I actually put it more strongly and say,I think that practising research scientists owe it to us to explain what they do,in ordinary language. 

[And I suppose the bus driver owes it to us to provide texts on why he is taking us to our destination which we will duly read in all honesty pointing out all his faults!? Scientists already publish fantastic accounts of their work,and the public say "It's too hard to understand".Hard cheese! If scientists owe the public an explanation,they owe it to them to be as clear and precise as possible,and that's the mathematical horses mouth version,not the Chinese whisper English language dumbed down version,that is palatable to your average punter. People miss the subtleties in hearing "setting" instead of "milieu". The problem is lack of basic scientific and mathematical knowledge in the public domain,and moreover a culture of ignorance.Also if someone is religious or has staunch beliefs no amount of accounting or explanation is going to be convincing. Scientists have been at pains to explain evolution and the big-bang and yet creationists keep warping it and bending it to suit their ill-conceived notions,or refuse to listen altogether.They are like the three monkeys (ironically enough) not wishing to witness any evil,and closing every sense organ hoping it will go away.You can't appeal or explain to a closed mind.(I attempt to explain scientific ideas on the atheist forum,but they are mostly dismissed or misunderstood by a good many people especially those of faith.Of course it could be my inadequate rendering,but apparently some learn from me,and I talk plain English and avoid the maths for their sake.)
The gap opening between girls results and boys (which are sexist data anyhow) was blamed on a culture of "laddishness" where Sun -type mags advocate sleeping around without a care in the world and not bothering to try too hard ie hedonism. I don't think scientists owe these lazy ingrates anything at all. The only reason that everyone CAN be hedonistic and rest on their laurels is because science has provided a comfortable taken for granted living.It has already tried to communicate and speak in lay terms to deaf ears.The onus is on the public and the arts,to make reciprocal effort,instead of moaning,but I am nearly convinced that the fundamental problem is that they don't wish to and are not capable of understanding because basically they are thick as two short planks,and if that is true no amount of dumbing down will help. Science is the only area where someone doing a job of work is expected to write it all down and make an account of themselves.Do we ask, painted to publish a thesis on why his work is credible? Why not get Damien Hersh to write a book explaining to the public what the point is in pickling a cow? No,no one asks for this do they? And yet this sort of work is "useless" and not even "good art".The arts get away with blue murder,using the emperors new clothes ploy as do belief systems.If they had to account for themselves as science does they would fail at the first try.More to the point no one asks them to.The romantics can make up any old hokum and get away with it,science is asked to justify itself and harried at every turn.Cannot literature be just as dangerous as GM food? I think "Mein Kampf" was a bigger threat,than GM -LB]
Ron Oxborough : Yes. 

Lisa Jardine :We are after all part of that cultural milieu 

[Note Lisa's use of a French word,why doesn't she speak English?-LB]
in which they choose to pursue the research the do. 

[That's not fair.Even though scientists are in the culture of the populace,they do science FOR the public,it's not quite a whole choice on their part.New medicines are NEEDED not wanted. Research is done to aid mankind not to threaten it.It is because of fear and distrust (see maddox1.html) that people require an accounting.Either science is like driving a bus or it isn't.If it is special,and requires an accounting then people should accept that it is doing a special job and a necessary job ,and creationist baloney doesn't have to account for itself because it doesn't make new medicines,and doesn't open Pandora's Box. Science has the key to Pandora's Box and is uniquely placed,the accounting is necessary because good or bad things can happen from pure curiosity led research.Damien Hersh is unlikely to kill thousands of people with a pickled cow,nevertheless he has made an ethical breach of making use of an animal as scientists vivisect creatures. Should not Damien be before an ethics committee? Why not? Why are not artists harried and expected to uphold super high standards of human value? It's not quite so clear when the shoe is on the other foot is it? Science should be given a break,to get on and do it's job,and stop being pestered by no-nothings with fears created by ignorance.If people have legitimate complaint it should be put from a position of information,and to do this it would help if they spoke the lingo. People try to teach their grandma to suck eggs where science is concerned or go to another country expecting the foreigner to speak English,doesn't it ever occur to them to learn the local lingo,in tribute to the culture and do as the romans do when in Rome? By saying "science owes it to us to explain itself" it's indicative of how low an esteem it is held in,and it should be held in high esteem,we owe it not vice versa -LB]
Their cutting edge discoveries impact very strongly on our lives,it is very damaging and dangerous to allow those languages to be cut off and that they don't dialogue with us. 

Neil Chalmers :Yes,yes. 

[Probably-LB]

Quentin Cooper : But going back to where we were when these boundaries weren't so perceived,did it affect the nature of the science that was pursued? Because like you conjure up almost an image here of sort of bounded plains,and these minds roaming freely across them.(Neil laughs) 

Lisa Jardine : No,no it didn't..no it didn't,just as I think now that any of the distinguished scientists that I know and admire [Note that this is how one tells who is probably making sense-LB],there is the illusion in every day conversation that their minds ranged freely as it were,but of course,you know,in the privacy of their own lab,the specialist work that's done is meticulous. Let me give you an example.One of the early science successes,that people still talk about is a book by Robert Hook called "Micrographia",which is a folio,a sort of coffee table book of images of highly magnified minute objects as they had never been seen before,before very good lenses had been developed,and before people had used double lenses for very large magnification.A flea,a louse,the point of a needle,a slice through a piece of cork.Now we look at those and we think "How beautiful".It looks as if -and I think it's presented to us now as if - Hook simply looked through the microscope and drew what he saw. That is not what happened.It is not...first of all it's very difficult to look through an early microscope,secondly you have to use a micrometer gauge,to measure the minute...to get the scale of what you are drawing,in order to produce a representation,thirdly you have to look at 70-80 specimens before you can actually contrive to put together the image that you print. 

[The aesthetic element in science is underplayed and misunderstood. Fractals perhaps demonstrate admirably how a mathematical formula can be "beautiful" (see mandel.html),and a mathematician is using aestheticisms in order to do mathematics.The subject is not cold boring logic and autonomy,but a living breathing organism like an art form.Indeed Roger Penrose (and others) have likened maths to music.I think those that have never done maths don't see it for what it is.Fractals go some way to showing that there is something happening that the public and romantics don't understand.Physicists are led to a certain extent by the idea of symmetry which is also a mathematical and artistic idea (see - www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html -LB]
In other words,what goes on around the microscopist is pure scientific activity,and what he then produces is something that miraculously we can all look at and love. 

[Those are the only true miracles performed by man's brain -LB]


Quentin Cooper : And which is to a certain extent -art? 

Lisa Jardine : Indeed. 

Ron Oxborough : This remained a key technique in all the aspects of natural history,really right up until the present day.I mean certainly as a student,being able to sketch things in thin section, microscope slide,is true,was true throughout geology and a whole range of biological sciences... 

Neil Chalmers :Yes I had.... 

Ron Oxborough :...that was regarded as a very important part of observational science.You didn't necessarily understand what you saw,but this was a very good way of making you observe. 

Neil Chalmers : I agree,and I had to do exactly the same sort of training when I was a young biologist,I'm not very good at the representational side of things,but I think in a way that's almost I think evading the issue about whether the aesthetic side, 

[see mathex4.html {The Aesthetic Component}"The mathematical sciences particularly exhibit order, symmetry, and limitation; and these are the greatest forms of the beautiful."-Aristotle, Metaphysics, M 3, 1078 b. -LB]
and the appreciation and everything else that goes with art is really germane to what you're doing when you're a scientist and you're trying to represent as accurately as you can what you see.It's very good training for you as a biologist,and nowadays much of this would be superseded I would guess by computer aided design techniques,and so on. 

[In fact there is an element among mathematicians that do not like computerisation as it involves algorithms,and checking for program bugs.The four colour theorem (see refer.html - ideas-F) for instance was checked by computer,but this suffers from only being N% sure (see chess.html) a mathematical process requires 100% certainty which may not involve algorithms but utilise conscious reasoning.In "ENM" and his sequel (see shadow.html) Roger Penrose shows how consciousness as used in mathematics is not like a computer,a brain understands and comprehends,a computer does no such thing. A computer has to be told that AxB =BxA for all values of B and A,it would never "know" that this was true (in commutative arithmetic) for all values without testing all of them,which it could never achieve because there are infinite numbers of As and Bs.Human beings are not computers.And doing science does not make a human being a robotic soulless automaton ruthlessly spinning through data.There is as much awe,insight,design,and intuition in science as art (see wotlogic.html) -LB]
And I really...I think it's very interesting to explore whether the kinds of ...the way you approach the world as an artist,is fundamentally different from the way you approach it as a scientist. And whether....I mean clearly people can do both,some people are both good scientists and good artists or good creators. I read last week to my surprise that Nabakov,the novelist 

[The one stood so close to me -LB]
was also a Lepidopterist.He published scientific papers on butterflies. 

[Maybe agent Starling should have contacted him,then we could have seen a bird subject to the butterfly effect! -LB]
No whether it made him a better novelist for so doing,or vice versa- he was a Lepidopterist because he was a novelist,I've no idea.You can combine the two. 

[What you can't combine is ignorance and knowledge. Creation by God never happened it is on consistent with the evidence.You can't chant over crystals and make them do things,and you can't do science alongside these things without running into contradictions between the world views. As Neil rightly says " ...the way you approach the world as an artist,is fundamentally different from the way you approach it as a scientist. ".So to that difference exists by going by beliefs which are not proven,and requiring proof (see mathex4.html and chess.html) ,whilst there are scientists of faith,or clerics who have done science,this does not mean that the two views are compatible.It means the individuals have patched over the cracks or reconciled them in some way,such as how cosmologist Paul Davies seems to wear different hats,or sees physical laws as being God's work. Invariably though what happens is a mad mishmash of unworkable rubbish such as put forward by Fred Hoyle or Russell Stannard. Entrenched beliefs start impeding their ability to be objective. Those that have managed scientific contributions such as Gregor Mendel who were also of faith,managed it despite being of faith,not because of it -LB]

Quentin Cooper : But it's interesting you say "to your surprise",there is that expectation that Nabakov is viewed as a single issue genius if you like [Perhaps he was a good writer but only a so-so scientists?-LB]
.The idea of being a polymath[eg J Miller] seems odd? 

Neil Chalmers :It's less usual nowadays than one would hope,you know there are exceptional people who can range across a set of things.But then you get back to every day people ordinary people,you know they are going to earn their living as scientists during the day and then they are going to be ordinary human beings in the evening,we're not all mad scientists (laughter) all of the time! And are they going to be able to appreciate music,take part in the arts and so on? The answer is yes. 

Lisa Jardine : Yes. 

[But as CP Snow observed the reverse isn't true,because humans aren't trained as scientists - but scientists are humans and can partake in the humanities.This means scientists aren't alienated from the arts,but the arts (and the public) is alienated from and suspicious of science,that is their lacking, it's not a fault in science -LB]

Neil Chalmers :And vice versa,arts people ought to be able to appreciate science,and they actually demand understanding of science nowadays. 

[Yes but they demand to understand on their terms. Science can only be understood in it's own terms,and as a scientist as a human puts in honest effort in cherishing poems and music and "feels" the arts,so to should the romantics put in reciprocal effort to "feel" science -LB]

Ron Oxborough :Well,I mean this is interesting the point of view of understanding both sides,but there are also very important areas where both have to come together in order to succeed,and I'm thinking particularly of design and function,and in everything that one constructs,in all of the manufactured articles round us,buildings for examples,motor cars,you have it,you have to have the merge of the aesthetic and the mechanically functional. 

Quentin Cooper : I want to get on to how we do bring them together later... 

Ron Oxborough : Okay sure. 

Quentin Cooper : ...but I really want to identify more accurately why they became apart? 

Lisa Jardine :In a way you've got the wrong people here (laughter),because we're all pretty committed to the idea that they have things in common.Personally I think that there was a very small window of time in which they were deliberately represented as different and it's somewhere between the end of the 19th century and the early years of the 20th century.There was on the one hand the eschewing of totally of technology and industry by artists,the idea of the pure genius,who emoted,but on the other... 

Quentin Cooper : And also the idea within that ,that an artist who actually resorted to lenses or mirrors or graphs was cheating,in some....yeah. 

Lisa Jardine :....was pedantic and cheating. 

[My father paints,and he's more of a romantic.I once asked him why he tried to obtain photographic reality in his paintings and didn't just use a camera,or paint abstract images not existent in the real world. What passes as a "skill" seems to be some notion that if a brain can reproduce an accurate reproduction of it's own volition or some version of reality (eg Van Gogh),that this in some way is something to be proud of as an achievement,for merely creating a facsimile of reality,literal art to me doesn't seem to have much point- "The Haywain" is remarkably boring other than capturing a moment of supposed ideal in time,which could have been better done by use of a device. It seems the more accurate it is the better,and sometimes the more warped and unreal it is the better. If a camera is used it defeats the object of developing the hand eye coordination,it would be like having a robot ride a bike for you,the whole point of riding a bike is to do it yourself,and develop your own ability to balance and coordinate,and even enjoy the experience and process. Painting by numbers is seen as cheating and not proper art because it is an autonomous process of filling in preprogrammed areas with colour and not subject to free expression.Perhaps science is seen as an antithesis to free expression (or even maths as numbers like in painting by numbers appear to restrict people's capacities fro freedom).In fact although this maybe true in some circumstances (because there are laws of the universe,and you are not totally free to believe what you will -the stars are not pin pricks on a dark sheet),this is a very warped view of science.Not being able to do exactly as you would want doesn't mean you can't do anything,and having restrictions means that you have to be inventive to get around those restrictions.For example natural laws say human beings cannot fly under their own power,we now have jet aircraft,and paragliders,which allow humans to fly by exploiting the limitations. Science requires discipline,rather than a total freedom to make up any old story that doesn't work because it fails to take account of facts.People cannot fly because their own muscle power cannot lift their own weight under gravity,and believing you can fly won't change the fact that you can't,other than accommodating natural laws and playing with them. As J Bronowski suggests in "Black and White Magic" it is science that accepts nature,and mysticism that tries to subjugate nature and change how nature functions by incantation or appeal or prayer. One can pray or chant all one likes as one jumps of a cliff,but nature will send you hurtling to the ground no matter what you invoke to try to alter the laws of physics. Science accepts these facts,belief systems do not,and as such because science creates these restrictions on what people would like to fantasise about,it looks like an anathema.But of course if your dream is to fly under your own power only science can make your dream come true by accepting nature for what she is.Oddly some artists such as Maurits Escher have created unique designs by exploiting mathematical ideas(see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/escher.html) -LB]

Lisa Jardine : But on the other hand...side I think,you do get..I think the development of physics which really...you know physics became the Brahmin discipline (Neil sniggers)... 

Ron Oxborough : Absolutely. 

Lisa Jardine :...and when physics....physics is a mathematical discipline.You have to be a first rate mathematician to make any advance in physics.Once that happened, it became extremely difficult for those physicists as....to talk to the lay general person,not just the arts....we're not talking art,just the general person and if you look at Einstein actually who parchier (French?) your song,was a very well integrated man,you know fathered an illegitimate daughter (laughter),lived quite a rich life,and actually had a strong and rich relationship with the world of art.You get into the sort of 1930s,physics just before world war 2 and then I think it looks like we have nothing in common with them. 

[Perhaps after two world wars,the romantics saw science as producing war machines and their humanity and emotions reacted vehemently against what they saw as only one side of Pandora's Box.Of course this is a totally biased and polarised and reactionary view,but it is partly legitimate.But people forget the positive things science has done,and take those for granted.The averse reaction of romantics with their Frankenstein novels and simple "playing god" notions are indicative of lack of thought,a lack of attention to the history of Western philosophy,and sour grapes that their own disciplines have not been so powerful in describing the world -LB]

Ron Oxborough :But at that time,one also saw some very arrogant physicists,saying that theirs was the political solution for the world.I mean this...if you could analyse any problem properly physically or mathematically,politics really became irrelevant,and you knew the answer,and that really was.... 

Lisa Jardine : And we.... 

Ron Oxborough :....a time when things really went bad. 

[Science doesn't really have values as such,at least not moral one's. Robert Pirsig in Lila,suggests that science is not a value free zone,but it does not make moral judgements.- Scientists don't believe anything.Scientists test things-Simon Conway-Morris (Evolutionary Biologist). In "Harrison Bergeron" Kurt Vonnegut shows how a technocracy fails even if it's heart is in the right place.Satiring the ignorant culture of the US and perhaps even the UK or at least Western society,Kurt has the populace wear helmets that limit their capacity to learn and have them be happy with stale TV programmes,and Harrison, strives to be part of the secret elite by virtue of his genius and curiosity (by playing chess as it happens-see chess.html).Kurt's book is,as far as the popular culture of the plebeian is concerned right on the nail. Programmes like Big Brother and Jail Break fill the gullets of a public quick to swallow crap,and the newspapers abet the capacity of the lay person to aim for the gutter.Under these circumstances those that aim higher almost take control by default,because the unintelligent knee-jerking public can't handle complex issues,and those issues have to be handled by those trained to deal with them.There is therefore absolutely NO onus on trained people to explain themselves to ignoramuses and sub intelligent morons,because no matter how hard they tried,it would not be understood. The onus is the public to aim higher and comprehend complex issues on their own terms and in their own language.In a lot of circumstances happening recently notably the fuel crisis,I have thought of myriad circumstances where mathematical or rational techniques could have been brought to bear but weren't.One is "Catastrophe theory" - the blockaders have effectively made a stable situation more unstable by their actions,as have panic buyers,by creating a self feeding feedback loop.This might not be apparent to anyone not trained in science and they probably think it quite pertinent to scream about high fuel prices and tax,and lack of food rather than use their brain.Ilya Prigogine is probably laughing up his sleeve as he sees aspects of "Order out of Chaos" played out for real by simpletons with no plan of redress.Theoretically Hitler had the right idea,it's a pity that the consequences didn't live up to the expectations,or that Mao failed to see that humanity is not capable of conforming to a rule book,which incidentally if he'd have accepted maths as more than a rote system of calculation that facilitated "uses" he might not have made major mistakes (see Mathematical Experience{From Hardyism to mathematical Maoism} Ch3.5 p87)-LB]

Quentin Cooper : And this all feeds into then, this stereotype which perpetuated particularly by Hollywood and we find our mad scientist movies? 

[After the US aided the UK in defeating Germany,the German scientists from the V2 rocket programme were shipped to the US to work in US labs,the dishevelled and socially inept scientist of movies (shown in such movies as "The Day the Earth Stood Still" amongst others) probably modelled on these Einstein types,created a silver screen cultural myth as bad as the steam press toting clumsy magnified lensed bespectacled Chinese caricatures that so infuriated Bruce Lee in "The Bruce Lee Story". Most Chinese Americans probably were not like that,even if some of them might have been.Similarly most scientists are not mad despots planning to take over the Earth like James Bond anti-heroes,these are myths set up by the movie industry,and cartoons such as "Spiderman" with Doc- Oc.The vast majority of scientists are level headed educated human beings trying to aid society.The atom bomb perhaps has fuelled a lot of paranoia. E=(+/-)Mc^2 is the result of a theory,and is not a threat to mankind.Atom bombs are a threat,and I was a CND sympathiser,but contrary to Brian Appleyard I don't think one can police Einstein or "I have become Shiva" Oppenheimer's minds and stop the idea being born.Oppenheimer apparently suffered a great deal of personal guilt and anguish over the A-bomb,and don't forget that the Manhattan Project was funded and created by the military and US government,and scientists were seconded to work there,and various political and personal pressure put on them to carry it out,they are not solely responsible,and yet their science seems to carry the full burden of responsibility,to the extent that people are afraid of it even when it can do so much good,that's what we get for letting jar-heads dictate to science.I doubt Einstein or Oppenheimer would have made a bomb of their own volition.Feynmann got a great deal of fun out of breaking all the regulations of secrecy imposed on him by the military.Far from being government toadies and lackies,scientists are much more likely to be anti-authoritarian as they know their own minds -LB]


Lisa Jardine :Because we nearly blew ourselves to smithereens as a result of that.Because the scientists,the physicists stopped talking to the artists,this is obviously a vast oversimplification (laughter).... 

[Don't worry Lisa,everyone requires it to be oversimplified so they can understand it,so you are putting it into their lingo! But then you'll be accused of being patronising,you can't win. -LB]

Quentin Cooper : It is necessary,but it's.... 

Lisa Jardine :...two atomic bombs made a very large slice of the general public decided they actually hated science,and it was a bad moment for that to happen. Neil Chambers : Isn't it interesting,that nowadays if you like,the boot is on the other foot,I think there's a very strong political and public agenda that demands that science justifies itself, 

[That's like saying that someone's backside is telling their brain what to do -LB]
and actually holds it to ransom...not to ransom,makes sure that it is able to give an account of what it's pronouncements mean,in public life,and I think it's very healthy. 

[It would be very healthy if your average punter,had any clue about any complex idea at all,as it is it's like someone's pet dog asking the master for an accounting of why it should have to sit when told to,or why it can't be fed on time.Fine in theory,but do you think the dog has the capacity to comprehend the answer? -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Just last week here on Radio 4,we had one of our programmes- the straw poll was - the subject was really should science be left in the hands of the scientists? 

[Presumably "straw" poll means they asked people who had straw where their brain should be.If you start letting uneducated illiterate soap watching morons tell educated intelligent trained people how to do their business,then that is no society that I wish to live in.Of course a complex task requiring trained intelligence should be left in the hands of trained intelligent people,what shouldn't happen is people neglecting their moral responsibilities.People to not like having hot potatoes dropped in their lap. Unfortunately science is a hot potato machine,and if you want clever devices and a good standard of living,the moral dilemmas will come thick and fast,and so it is incumbent that one is philosophically prepared to deal with the issues,and not just react on the hoof,as it were as Mr Angry Appleyard has done,and be knowledgeable of the nature of the issues,in order to criticise legitimately and not from a position of ignorance. You cannot put science in a moral cage,without impeding it's ability to deliver.Moreover morality is dynamic,it varies with time and place and circumstances,and imposing one set of static values is absurd,you cannot therefore say "genetic splicing is playing God".For a start I don't believe in God,so those values don't apply to me -LB]
And there is that attitude,I mean it's...don't you find now though Lisa Jardine that there is a tendency when anything new happens in science,that the reaction is one of scepticism,cynicism to start with? We don't say "Oh this could be good",the immediate assumption is "Oh,this is bad". 
(Ron laughs)

Lisa Jardine : Well that unfortunately is,if you don't mind my saying so,the immediate knee-jerk media response,
[And the gullible public aren't sharp enough to question the media's attitudes but just go with the plebeian Sun/News of the World mentality as they did with Sarah Payne -LB]
and if you run your eye over the journalists and BBC correspondents and ask yourself how many of them had any training in science,that's that problem we're coming back to,which is that which you know not,you are more likely to fear than to love. 
[And the Sun shouts "We don't want your GM food",and all the idiots follow suit. Does your average tabloid journalist know anything about genes I think not. These people are those that sell smut and lies (ie "bomber found on moon") and have the audacity to make moral judgements about science and propagate their ignorance to the general public. In John Allen Paulos's book ,"A mathematician reads the newspaper" (see paulos2.html) we find that journalists are either innumerate,or else manipulate maths to convince people of things by exploiting the public's innumeracy. In both cases lack of numeracy is a problem causing distortion of truth.That the public should listen to these con-men as if they were the vocalists of what was right and good is so beyond farce and satire,that it is suite sad that the News of the World should claim a moral victory in the Sarah Payne case.The idea that untrained numskulls who print masturbatory tripe,should have any say in what science does is nonsense.The fact that the public listen to them would be a joke if it wasn't so tragic. (Forgive me if I quote the wrong tabloid as the culprit as I don't read trash) -LB]
Actually I think that when you talk about you know..ran classes about genetically modified foods [see trans.html -Miller transcript],about cloning with arts students,they actually seemed extraordinarily less averse...hostile to the discussion than the media made us feel they were going to be.In other words,I think we have to think carefully about whether these things are generated by tabloids or magazine programmes. 
[In "Hitchhikers Guide" Doug Adams suggested that there was a third of the populace that was so bubble-brained and useless that they could be ejected and be no loss to society. I suspect we'd all be well-rid of prurient puerile tabloid journalism and the arts and sciences could make reparations if it wasn't for malcontents like James Whale and Richard Littlejohn with their carping and gutter sniping about things which they have no comprehension of. These people are the neighbour next door who causes a dispute over a piddling detail,and forever thinks they are in the right. Who on Earth let them loose to write column centimetres? Such papers play up to the common man and in fact con him into thinking he has an ally in defeating authority and big brother,where in fact the paper subtly maintains people's diet into accepting "Big Brother" and anything else at gutter level,that requires no thinking. Kurt Vonnegut is right on the nail.The ally ploy is a con trick,and like the helmet,keeps the populace in check.People say that Orwell was wrong and yet we have CCD cameras on our streets,sex is sinful,we are told blatant lies by the newspapers,and conned into thinking the establishment is our friend. Doublspeak is already here,and we are watching our citizens lives on TV,in a bizarre parody of the Trueman show. One day the world will open it's eyes,and see why I resemble Harrison Bergeron so much! -LB]
Ron Oxborough : As a beautiful example of that,I happened to be in Laramie,Wyoming,of all places at the time of the announcement in Utah of the success,or some imagined success of cold fusion,and the headline in the local newspaper,which went under the name of the "Laramie Boomerang" (laughter) was "Utah discovery set to destroy Wyoming economy"! (laughter) 
[Don't forget Utah is bible bashing country and anything science does will probably be reported contemptuously,evolution is the equivalent of the A-bomb,as far as Xtians are concerned. One would hope that if one threw away the Laramie paper it would suffer the fate of the song "My Boomerang won't come back" -LB]
Ron Oxborough : Because of course Wyoming depends on oil. 
[And of course currently we all do,and it is farcical for the blockaders to be so short-sighted (they said they were taking the long term view) as to not to realise that eventually fossil fuels will run out,and high taxes- as was suggested by Friends of the Earth- pushes research into alternatives - Someone could make a killing on alternate power source right now,but a similar scenario to "The Betsy" or the Walter Matthau film "First Monday in September" (is it?) will no doubt apply. No one will take the risk of sticking their neck out on a venture that may fail,and possibly the oil companies will make sure it fails.Again they say "This will be bad" instead of "We could make millions out of this".If Ponds and Fleischmann were right,the world could have had more power with less pollution,something that would please everyone,and yet the science despisers would shoot themselves in the foot through ignorance bloody mindedness,irrational fear and sour grapes -LB]
But that was the level at which it was taken by uninformed journalists. 

Quentin Cooper : And you can almost trace the development of science throughout the 20th century by what the latest film is with a disaster theme,electricity and Frankenstein 

Ron Oxborough : Sure. 

Quentin Cooper : ....obviously lasers in James Bond... 

Ron Oxborough : Sure. 

Quentin Cooper : ...there was "Gattica" about genetic modification,and I happen to know there's several cloned films that are all in the works at the moment! 

Ron Oxborough : Sure! (laughs) 
[ "Black Hole" had a demon satanic robot and a mad scientist."Event Horizon" rather than be about the black hole parameter,churned out gothic horror,"Jurassic Park" -the gene manipulated dinosaurs attacked the people."Sphere" followed the "Event Horizon" theme."Matrix" posited that reality was not real,and again produced a dystopian vision. "Robocop" and "Total Recall" play up violence as a consequence of science,even though they (particularly Robocop- see New Scientist) may reflect real developments of cultural attributes."Android" and "Saturn 3" and "Outlands" all have various shady mad despots with a scientific bent. "Outbreak" posits a threat from terrible disease or military experiments with poisons "Silent Running" even though containing amiable even loveable robots,and a central character who is an environmentalist,nevertheless is left in charge of a spaceship with the last remaining trees,plants and animals after Earth has been polluted beyond repair (presumably by science,even if science provided the space ships that saved the trees),and the saviour is a hippie vegetarian who despises food in pill form and the callous disregard and lack of compassion of his fellow astronauts.It's one of my fave films,and yet is still essentially a dystopian view. The only positive visions in movies I can think of are all HG Wells "The Shape of things to come", "The Time Machine",and "War of the Worlds".All of which have some sort of terrible war scenario followed by a various outcome for mankind. The first we aim for the stars a la Carl Sagan,the second a possible ending with a two tier system of cannibal technomutants and ignorant beautiful people,who have "ignorance is bliss" in paradise at the cost of human sacrifice,and the third building theoretical underground cities,and being saved by the lowliest of creatures,which "Outbreak" scared us with,but being threatened by extraterrestrials. "Star Trek" warps (!) the science out of any real proportion of reality even though it is viewed favourably and perhaps "Babylon 5" gets past the dystopian view of technology just taking it for granted as progressing and gets to the real source of people's problems : other people! Bizarrely "Thunderbirds" seems to see technology as wholly helpful or at least resolving the problems it causes with the same things used as an antidote,bless their wobbly strings! Perhaps it's because of Revelations that such apocalyptic visions are trotted out time and time again,isn't anyone bored by this? Note that Orwell 's vision and perhaps Wells could be seen as prophetic,ie "The shape of things to come" and they needed to special "gift" other than to be able to see the lie of the land and how things were shaping up culturally.The Marvin Minsky's and Asimov's of today will no doubt look like tomorrow's seers with future hindsight. Even Kurt Vonnegut's material is largely critical of the materialist technocracy,even if sharper and wittier and more accurate than other reflections. All the way from the B movie ("Them!" "The Beast from 40,00 fathoms" giant creatures from radiation etc) we can trace an apocalyptic vision (see Frayling doc at trans.html) in movie making,showing that the arts has always been afraid of science perhaps from the A-bomb onwards.If I were a paranoid conspiracy theorising anti-semite I might notice that a lot of film producers have a Jewish heritage,and perhaps look upon science as being ungodly,and make films reflecting their fears upon their beliefs,and influence everyone to be anti-science -LB]
Neil Chambers : I think you can get beyond that,I mean that's absolutely...is interesting and I'm sure that's true,but it's interesting if you actually ask people in a systematic way what they think about science (see sci-mat.html),and particular areas of science,and we did this with respect to geology,the Earth sciences,which is Ron's subject,because we were going to put on some new exhibitions about them.We say "Well what d'you think of the Earth sciences?" ,because our galleries were empty you see,and I use to go there for a bit of peace and quiet,if I wanted to think about the solution to a particularly deep problem,and people said "Oh no,no,the Earth sciences that's cold,hard distant,nothing to do with us at all.No we don't want to know about that". 
[Note that those who think crystals are a big deal,are missing a good deal of geology and mathematics which is highly relevant to what they think -LB]
Then we said "Well,yes,but just a minute,you know,you love the landscape don't you? You love the landscape of your country?"
"Oh yes", 
"And gems,aren't they interesting?", (see gem.html) 
"Oh yes", 
"And volcanoes and earthquakes they're really quite terrifying and wreak terrible human damage." 
"Oh yes,now you mention it" 
And as soon as you start to actually talk about practical things that people really care about,then they are very interested in getting into the science that underlies it,and I think that's actually the best way into bridging the sorts of gaps we've been talking about. 
[I think Neil is essentially correct.It seems to me that most people have a misconception of what science is and how it applies to their life,and once they see that many of the the things they already do are either scientific or have a relevant scientific field,they can see how they can relate to that area.You have to be careful though of not letting the science be corrupted into a pseudo religion. Many of the pseudo sciences have grown up because people have got into science in this way and only half-understood what they've been told,and continue believing myths that should have been exploded,and incorporate scientific terminology,which makes the ideas sound more credible (see trickers.html and break.html). Whilst this might gain initial interest,it doesn't mean understanding will follow,that's why we have creation scientists,who try to cobble together two incompatible systems and try to get creationism in by the back door.Similarly,those semi-religious Uri Geller type beliefs exploit scientific notions without backing them up with true science by using "energy" or "field" in every other sentence (see mensa1.html- Geller comments on Fractals as art at www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/vnu3.html)-LB]
Quentin Cooper : That's good though-isn't it?- if it's a way in,it's bad if it becomes the totality of our experience of science,if we just have the media friendly ones,if we just do big dinosaurs and we do big volcanoes 
["Walking with Dinosaurs" was a hit -LB]

Lisa Jardine : But that isn't what happened.I mean as I walked here,I walked past a book shop window,it's packed with popular science[Perhaps that's because they've not been sold! -LB],and those popular science books,3 for the price of 2 at the moment in a certain book shop.... 

Ron Oxborough : That may not be a good sign! (laughter) 

Quentin Cooper : I was thinking that,but I wasn't saying it! 

Lisa Jardine : No,no no...it's their come on in the window,it's their come on in the window,anyway they are all books which take you through genome,which take you through Chaos (see beffect.html and chaos.html @xoom),take you through Fractals (see members.aol.com/Templarser/fractals.html and www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/fractal.html ),and they really do tell you what is going on.I mean we should be enormously grateful to those scientists,who are...who don't talk down to us, 
[Yes they've got a job of work to do,but take time out to write books in English so that moaning simpletons can make sense of what they are doing -LB]
who do actually believe that those of us who are in the humanities,really do want to know and understand these subjects. 
[They credit you with more intelligence than I do.My experiences suggest that people don't want to know,and couldn't even if they did.I too, would normally give the benefit of the doubt,but it seems people are too bound up in their own belief systems to accommodate proven facts.Their minds are closed to new ideas,and their heads full of fantastic notions with no proof -LB]
The luring in which Neil does,thank goodness,in the museum,that's the start,but actually I see no problem at the moment in any area of schooling,I chair the governors of a secondary school,no problem at all with getting cross boundary students deeply interested,arts in science and science in arts. 

Quentin Cooper : Ah I think what I was referring to,and I shouldn't be attacking the BBC here,but there are programmes that I don't like,like "Walking with Dinosaurs",which I feel sacrifices the science in the interests of entertainment. 
["Jurassic Park" similarly dumbed down Chaos Theory and simplified gene technology and glossed over the "all females managed to reproduce" aspect,for entertainment,but then it was a family film,but it just goes to show that your average (US) film goer isn't expected to accommodate too much science. Perhaps this is because the US person is more likely to believe in God and doesn't understand science,and so the film is geared around their anti-evolutionary palate.This means the UK gets a warped value film biased away from the technical aspects of science-LB]
Let's have a nice cuddly dinosaur and speculate that it might have done this because it's jolly. 

Lisa Jardine : Good start though.Good start.(Ron laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : Good stuff,but is it good science? Well fair enough,if you think.... 

Ron Oxborough : Let me ask Lisa,I have a bit of a problem,and we see this with some of our students when they arrive,because on television,now...because digital imagery and the manipulation of digital imagery has been able to produce with incredible reality all sorts of physical.....what we believe are physically impossible acts or activities or transformations,I have a feeling that young people's understanding of what is science and what is science fiction,I think the distinction is blurred. 
[This is why people think anything is possible.Science is becoming a victim of its own success. It's taken so much for granted that science can deliver,that people expect it to even when it's not mean to or even when it can't. This is typified by people thinking that science is supposed to deliver a moral code or a spiritual way of being.That's not it's job.But the fact is it has made inroads into those areas,in the case of morality,as was said previously - unsuccessfully. But Hawking's "we will know the mind of god" comment is what sparked Brian Appleyard to write his critique.There is also a possibility of people wondering why certain things cannot be done,when other things have been achieved or getting over ambitious in ideas about what is possible and perhaps fearing the consequences. Choosing baby attributes seems to upset some people,and that might not even be possible,and even if it were there might be sufficient variation in what was picked for or in those that didn't bother,that it might not make a difference. Some have suggested that if it did happen that two types of person would result (similar To Wells "Time Machine") upon those that could afford to do it and those that couldn't - I doubt it.The reality blurring of "The Matrix" is unhelpful at this point in time,again blasting entertainment,but mixing science with fiction and metaphor,this only breeds more ignorant superstitious nonsense,and a gullible public will swallow it whole -LB]
And I wonder if you know, in that way,perhaps this little bit of the application of art is actually doing science a bit of a disservice? 

Lisa Jardine : Well,I believe in people being drawn across these boundaries,because I think,I do believe that it was an artificial disciplinary boundary... 

Ron Oxborough : Yep.Sure. 

Lisa Jardine : ....and therefore if there's a little bit of.......if there's a little bit of turbulence around that boundary,I think I can deal with it.That's what I mean about "Walking with Dinosaurs",most of the objection with "Walking with Dinosaurs" was that it wasn't clear,because of the digitalising,to viewers,what was real reconstruction,what was simulation,what was fiction. 

Ron Oxborough : Sure. 

Lisa Jardine : Now,that is actually ironically,a big question at the moment in history as well [Mel Bragg covered it in "In our time" I think -LB],you know what is fact,what is manipulation of fact. 
[Note that the recent film that has the US breaking the Enigma code in a submarine adventure,is a total rewrite of history as it was Alan Turing based at Bletchley park (see subway.html and cipher1.html @xoom and http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/ccc/bpark/ and check www.channel4.com for "Station X") and his fellow decipherers that actually performed this act. A great pro science drama is Derek Jacob playing him in"Breaking the Code".I doubt this is as flash as the US film,but it is more factual,and probably only enthralling to those who care about truth,rather than suspending disbelief and being entertained.Re writing history is another 1984 vision that Orwell caught onto -LB]
I actually -again you can hear I'm a total optimist - I think as long as we educate our young people scrupulously,we ought to respect the fact that they will be able to distinguish with careful thought between fact and fiction,and between digitalised events and possibility,and that if occasionally they make a mistake or if there are those who never get it clear,it doesn't really matter,because there will be enough people who actually do. 

Quentin Cooper : And also Neil Chalmers isn't it..... 

Ron Oxborough : I hope your right! (laughs) 
[So do I -LB]


Quentin Cooper : Isn't it useful to think of what you're doing in an exhibition or a television or a radio programme,not as a closed event in itself,it's not the end of the knowledge somebody will get,it may in fact just be the start.You may take them in to see an exhibition of diamonds and they may come out interested about shale? 
[I think you'll find that goes down like a lead balloon with the ridicule and derision brigade.I'd much rather they go to see diamonds,and realise that carbon comes in isotopes,one of which is diamond which is a crystal,another graphite,which is less aesthetically pleasing,and another C-60,and hopefully come to understand the elements and atoms and perhaps that we are based on carbon as human beings,and since carbon was forged in stars as a heavy element,we can't be in God's image,since stars came millions of years after the creation of the universe.God cannot therefore be made of DNA -LB]

Neil Chalmers : Quite so,we think of it as a voyage of discovery and if you actually present something which gets people engaged and interested that's tremendous.That actually leads me on to another point I'd like to make,which goes back to something which Lisa said earlier.I think that one of the dangers in the past...one of the difficulties in the past that science has faced is that it's a sort of sterile thing.That if you go into science you lose you soul,because all you're doing is something very mechanical and.... 
[That's a product if the 17th century Newtonian Clockwork Universe view,which is some 300 years out of date.It's amazing how antiquated some people's ideas are -LB]
..intellect and enjoyment and exploration and voyages of discovery,are somehow lost,and it's something that nerds do (see nerd.html @xoom).Now,I think the literature that Lisa saw when she was walking along to the studio,which shows exactly the opposite is very exciting,it does show that science along with all the other major areas of creativity,engages people in a whole hearted way,and I think that's one of the most optimistic things one can say about science. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay well I just want to to end on an optimistic note,and Lisa this is accepting of course,that you maybe right and you maybe all the wrong people,(laughter) but given "Creating Sparks" is a start,what else can we do to make people forget about this perhaps non-existent boundary,this Chinese wall between the arts and sciences? Ron Oxborough? 

Ron Oxborough : I would really like to start in schools,with science in schools.I think that science in schools is having a rough time,and its partly because of the financial pressure on schools 
[And it's partly because creationist lunacy is trying to evict it -LB]
,what we've - I mean I could talk at length about this but won't - but one of the things that we've seen disappear from schools really is to a very significant extent is practical work,where students can actually get their hands on and actually see things,and in fact acquire the skills that allow them to distinguish fact from fiction. 
[That in part is probably due to the over hype of the computer as the answer to everything.Richard Gregory at "The Exploratory" (see sci-mat.html) is trying to enable this "hands - on" approach.Note that if creationists or parababble fruitloops have their way fiction will be very much blurred with fact,and possibly those that believe such rubbish are victims of the very circumstances suggested here -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Neil Chalmers? 

Neil Chalmers : Give it a try.Go to "Creating Sparks",go to all the science centres that are springing up around the country,enjoy it,you'll find that you have a terrific experience and then you'll want to go on from there. 

Quentin Cooper : Lisa Jardine? 

Lisa Jardine : And buy a collection of those books,which introduce you to the really difficult bits of - and most exciting bits of contemporary science,just as a generalist,or as a scientists yourself,read them and introduce yourself to another discipline,and learn that in the intersection of disciplines comes all the excitement and creativity which is what we want out of our intellectual life. 
[That's assuming Lisa that someone has an intellectual life,I have those books and I am slowly reading them,and I can back up Lisa's comments that they are well worth reading,even if,and probably especially if you know no science -LB]

Ron Oxborough : Here, here. 

Quentin Cooper : We can't guarantee that they'll all be 3 for the price of 2,but finally Ron Oxborough,though,what about,we talked about this as if the public is going,what can scientists do,what's their end of it? 

Ron Oxborough : The scientists,certainly have to spend a lot more time,discovering how to talk in everyday language. 
[And the public should spend more time reciprocally learning mathematics,the lingo of scientists -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Okay,well I think we've started to do a reasonable amount in every day language today,I think there we must really cease sparking,so Professor Lisa Jardine,Lord Ron Oxborough,and Dr Neil Chalmers thank you,I should say that "Creating Sparks" goes on until the end of the month although the big part of it is this Sunday,the streets around all the South Kensington will be closed, they'll be free admissions to all the museums and also they'll be free street entertainment,stilt walkers, absailers and I have to say I'm particularly looking forward to "Mr Corbuto the Human Weeble" 
[Ron laughs and so do I],who will be apparently showing how geometry and balance keep him from falling down.They'll be geometry the usual balance and some ship-shape dendrochronology on next weeks Material World,as we look at why- from a design point of view- Henry VIII's flag ship the Mary Rose became a sag ship and sank mysteriously in the relatively calm waters of the Solent. 
[I'm not sure if the Solent isn't the place where soliton waves were observed.Channel 4 did a similar investigation and exploited computer graphics and mathematics to deduce what happened.]
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